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Fire behaviour of composites
• Unfortunately when fire is a likely hazard then their mechanical properties suffer a 
rapid loss compared to traditional material
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COMFIRE50-GUI
X direction
 1D model
 N nodes
 N-1 FD elements
Node
FD element
• Straightforward explicit finite difference method 
• Time step calculated accordingly to the Fourier number chosen
Thermo-mechanical Modelling
 Two Layer Model
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Thermo-mechanical Modelling
 Average Strength Model
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Fire-Under-Load Tests
Fire-under-load test setup
Modelling
Thermal Profiles and Time to Failure
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EN45545-2
 Establish the OC and the HL level of the 
train (given by the operator and 
dependent on where the train is going to 
run: open air, tunnels, underground...;
 Check in Table 2 of EN45545-2 if the 
component in combustible material is in 
the listed products;
 If not, Table 3 in EN45545-2 is used 
instead of Table 2 to classify the product;
 Depending on Table 2 or Table 3, find the 
correct detailed requirements from table 
5 in EN45545-2;
 the component has to comply with the 
requirement limits, either from PDS, or 
by tests results from certified labs.
Rubber in rail vehicle
 EN45545-2: Table 2
Rubber in rail vehicle
Rubber in rail vehicle
DreagonCoat
DreagonCoat
 Heat Release (MAHRE) 180 seconds gained (EN ISO 45545 HL2)
 Smoke Toxicity 180 seconds gained (EN ISO 45545 HL2)
 Carbon Monoxide 180 seconds gained
 Carbon Dioxide 195 seconds gained
 The coated part was also shown to:
 Maintain consistent suspension and suspension performance
 Retain full cohesion between the coating and the rubber section of the spring
 Survive extreme load and displacement test conditions
 Tests to the new EN 45545 standards have shown broad
compliance to HL2 standards without any effects on the spring 
performance. The coating also remained adhered to the product 
during durability trials equivalent to the service life of the springs.
Thank you!
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